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 THE ILLUSION OF ECONOMIC
 STRUCTURE: CRAFT GUILDS IN LATE

 MEDIEVAL ENGLISH TOWNS*

 Craft guilds were one of the most characteristic and ubiquitous forms
 of association in the larger towns of provincial England in the later
 middle ages. They are well documented and have a dramatic public
 persona in the surviving cycles of mystery plays. Their existence
 suggests a degree of order and coherence in the structure of medieval
 industry, a precision in the definition of artisan employment that is
 in fact quite illusory. I use the word artisan advisedly. The recorded
 ordinances of late medieval craft guilds describe the organization of
 craftsmen; the women who made up half the work-force were barely
 considered. There are further crucial limitations on the value of the

 documentary evidence, limitations that arise because these records
 were administrative. They were not intended to reveal the economic
 structure of the town, but rather to reflect the order that the authorities

 wished to see imposed on society, a hierarchical and above all male-
 orientated order. It is the purpose of this article to see how far
 economic reality diverged from the ideal. To do this it is necessary
 to compare the experience of individuals with official records, in this
 case by using the wills of artisans.2 Inevitably the argument is heavily
 dependent on the evidence of one city, York, but the conclusions

 * This article was first given as a paper to the Institute for Advanced Research in
 the Humanities at the University of Birmingham. I would like to thank members of
 the Institute and in particular Rodney Hilton for their comments and contributions.

 1 Late medieval is taken to be the period from 1350 to the early sixteenth century,
 running up to the 1530s.

 2 The starting-point for this article has been my thesis, H. C. Swanson, "Craftsmen
 and Industry in Late Medieval York" (Univ. of York D.Phil. thesis, 1981). Much of
 the argument turns on the interpretation of the York evidence for which the chief
 administrative records are: The Register of the Freemen of the City of York, i, ed. F.
 Collins (Surtees Soc., xcvi, 1896); the council documents and minutes collected in
 York Memorandum Book, ed. M. Sellers, 2 vols. (Surtees Soc., cxx, cxxv, 1911-14);
 York Civic Records, ed. A. Raine, 7 vols. (Yorks. Archaeol. Soc. Rec. Ser., xcviii,
 ciii, cvi, cx, cxii, cxv, cxix, 1938-52). The wills of some 1,200 craftsmen and their
 female relatives have been read; these are to be found in York Minster Library
 (hereafter Y.M.L.), L 2/4, dean and chapter probate register 1; Borthwick Institute,
 York (hereafter B.I.), probate registers 1-9 (registers of the exchequer and prerogative
 courts of the archbishop); L 2/5a, dean and chapter probate register 2; dean and
 chapter original wills and inventories.
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 drawn make sense of the pattern of ordinances to be found in other
 provincial towns and cities.

 Traditionally, medieval craft guilds have been seen as groups of
 men, pursuing a specific craft, joined with their fellows in exclusive
 associations which were designed to protect their interests against
 competition as well as to provide mutual support and friendship.3 At
 different times one or other of these facets of guild organization has
 been isolated as crucial. Lipson, writing in the first half of this
 century, described the guilds as "first and foremost an industrial
 organization", regulated by town councils as tools of economic pol-
 icy.4 Lipson's views on the economic importance of the guild have
 been widely accepted, with the significance of the urban authorities
 being lost from sight.5 His interpretation has only recently been
 challenged by Phythian-Adams, who has convincingly argued that
 "the craft system had nothing to do with industrial organization".
 Phythian-Adams has emphasized instead the fraternal aspects of
 the guilds, in the regulation of industrial relations and in relating
 households to the community.6 Without denying the important social
 functions of the guild, the argument here focuses rather on their
 policing role as agents of the civic authorities. In this it picks up
 themes first developed by Mrs. J. R. Green in the 1890s, when she
 rightly emphasized the active role taken by urban councils in the
 functioning of the guilds.7 This interpretation is presented most
 trenchantly in Dobb's Studies in the Development of Capitalism, in
 which he describes the policies of town councils as "the product of
 a well-to-do section of wholesale merchants who had long since
 brought the urban government under their exclusive control".8
 Dobb's argument is extended here, so that the oligarchs are seen not
 merely as disregarding craft regulations when it suited them, but as
 instituting and manipulating the guild system in order to implement
 these policies. The overwhelming impression gained from surviving
 records is that craft guilds in the later middle ages primarily served

 3 Craft guilds were distinct from parish or religious guilds in many places. For a
 survey of the various types of late medieval urban guilds, see S. Reynolds, English
 Medieval Towns (Oxford, 1977), pp. 164-8.

 4 E. Lipson, Economic History of England, i, 9th edn. (London, 1946), pp. 384-5.
 5 For example, Reynolds, English Medieval Towns, p. 167; J. L. Bolton, Medieval

 English Economy, 1150-1500 (London, 1980), pp. 264-5.
 6 C. Phythian-Adams, Desolation of a City (Cambridge, 1979), pp. 105-8.
 7 Mrs. J. R. Green, Town Life in the Fifteenth Century, 2 vols. (London, 1894), ii,

 pp. 145-57.
 8 M. Dobb, Studies in the Development of Capitalism (London, 1946), p. 97.
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 CRAFT GUILDS IN LATE MEDIEVAL ENGLISH TOWNS

 a political and administrative purpose, and were deliberately created
 to do so.

 Because the role of the civic authorities has not been seen as central

 to the operation of late medieval craft guilds, it has been easy to
 impute too much power to them. Hence they have been described as
 damaging economic growth and vilified as forcing too rigid a frame-
 work on industry, one which stifled enterprise. Attempts have been
 made to explain the flight of the cloth industry into the country in
 the late medieval period in terms of their deleterious effects.9 In other
 areas of manufacturing the relationship of the craft guilds to industrial
 production has generally not been examined.10 The restrictive prac-
 tices described in guild regulations have been taken at face value
 without questioning whether they were effective or realistic. Moreover
 craft guilds, as recorded in civic ordinances, have by their sheer
 existence been used to demonstrate the supposed occupational struc-
 ture of medieval towns.11 Since the relationship of guild to production
 has not been established, such conclusions are of doubtful validity.
 If, as this article contends, craft guilds can be seen as a deliberate
 and artificial construct of the medieval urban authorities, they need
 bear little, if any, relation to economic structure. Obviously there are
 no absolutes; such widespread organizations as the guilds are liable
 to have diverse and complex origins. But in town after town the
 system of craft guilds appears to support the same administrative
 policy. The English experience is paralleled on the Continent in
 places as far apart as Leiden and the towns of Languedoc, where
 municipal authorities adopted a guild system to control the work-
 force.12

 It should be emphasized that the craft guilds which formed part of
 the administrative structure of late medieval towns were wholly
 different from those which make fleeting appearances in the twelfth-
 century pipe rolls and in thirteenth-century urban records.13 These

 9 H. Heaton, The Yorkshire Woollen and Worsted Industries (Oxford, 1920), pp.
 50-3.

 10 The best description of the urban work-force comes from a town in which
 unfortunately there were few guilds: D. Keene, Survey of Medieval Winchester, 2 vols.
 (Oxford, 1985). A few detailed studies of specific industries have been made, usually
 centred on London; see especially E. M. Veale, The English Fur Trade in the Later
 Middle Ages (Oxford, 1966).

 1 For example, W. G. Hoskins, Provincial England (London, 1963), p. 79.
 12 M. C. Howell, Women, Production and Patriarchy in Late Medieval Cities (Chicago,

 1986), p. 56; A. Gouron, La reglementation des metiers en Languedoc au moyen age
 (Paris, 1958), p. 188 (I am grateful to Rodney Hilton for this reference).

 13 Pipe Roll 7 Henry II (Pipe Roll Soc., iv, 1885), p. 26; Pipe Roll 27 Henry II (Pipe
 Roll Soc., xxx, 1909), p. 41; E. M. Carus-Wilson, Medieval Merchant Venturers
 (London, 1954), pp. 211-38, for discrimination against textile workers.
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 earlier guilds, sometimes legitimized by royal charters, were often
 formed in opposition to the monopolistic practices or deliberate
 discrimination of the urban ruling classes. They provided the kernel
 around which the later system was built, but by the late fourteenth
 and fifteenth centuries they had changed almost beyond recognition.
 These changes were part and parcel of the increased articulation of
 the powers of urban authorities and the concentration of those powers
 in the hands of virtually unassailable mercantile oligarchies. It is
 unreasonable to suppose that the men who held total economic and
 political power would refrain from manipulating a system of craft
 organizations for their own purposes.

 Neither should craft guilds in provincial towns be seen as watered-
 down but essentially similar organizations to those of medieval Lon-
 don. This was an illusion cherished by some of the crafts themselves.
 The wholesale adoption by the York pewterers of the ordinances of
 the London pewterers in 1416 is indicative of the status they felt they
 deserved.14 In reality, the situation was very different. The volume
 of trade handled by Londoners meant that mercantile wealth was
 spread over a number of merchant guilds or companies in the later
 middle ages, companies which distinguished their elite by means of
 a livery. By the fifteenth century some of the lesser manufacturing
 companies came to adopt a similar distinction between the unliveried
 artisan and the liveryman who traded wholesale.15 The polarization
 of merchant and artisan in provincial towns was differently expressed.
 Mercers and drapers who dominated the trade in raw materials
 congregated in one or two guilds which were socially, economically
 and politically distinct from the craft guilds of the artisans. For much
 of the late fourteenth and fifteenth centuries the gulf between the two
 groups in the larger provincial towns was immense. Only in the late
 fifteenth century, when there were radical changes to the urban
 economy, did the power of the mercers weaken somewhat, and only
 then was there a chance of some change in the relationship between
 the mercers and the leading crafts.

 The differences between the London crafts and those of the prov-
 inces are most evident in the structure of urban government. In
 London access to the freedom was through sponsorship by fellow

 14 York Memorandum Book, i, pp. 211-13.
 15 E. M. Veale, "Craftsmen in the Economy of London in the Fourteenth Century",

 in A. E. J. Hollaender and W. Kellaway (eds.), Studies in London History (London,
 1969), pp. 137-8; S. Thrupp, The Merchant Class of Medieval London (Ann Arbor,
 1948), pp. 3-4.
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 craftsmen; this system became increasingly formalized so that by the
 sixteenth century citizenship was dependent on membership of one
 of the livery companies.16 In provincial towns and cities, entry to the
 freedom was kept firmly in the hands of the municipal authorities,
 and in effect they sold this privilege to whomsoever they liked.17 The
 part played by the crafts in the government of the provincial town
 was a nominal one and such powers as were delegated to them were
 strictly controlled. Thrupp suggested that the London guilds were
 used in part as policing organizations for the control of trade, an
 argument which can be extended very much further for the towns of
 provincial England.18

 Before discussing in detail how the council attempted to control
 the work-force, it is necessary to establish what the work-force
 was actually doing, to see if it is reasonable to classify artisans by
 occupational title. By the late fourteenth century the principle of one
 craft per person had been embodied in statute: 37 Edward III cap. 6
 required that "Artificers, Handicraft People hold them every one to
 one Mystery".19 This statute was part of a run of legislation which,
 in the half-century after the Black Death, tried to control the rapidly
 changing labour-market. The principle of allocating a craft to each
 individual was followed in the York Freemen's Register, where men
 taking up the freedom were increasingly described by a specific
 occupation. The proportion of men taking up the freedom with no
 trade ascription was 25 per cent in the fifty years 1301-50; in the
 years 1451-1500 it was 2 per cent. The neatness and coherence of
 this system belies reality. Both the manufacturing and the service
 industries were usually dependent on the labour of the family unit,
 and this unit might well be occupied in two, three or four separate
 money-making enterprises. Since the surviving administrative rec-
 ords do not take account of the multi-occupational family unit of
 production, they cannot describe the economic structure of the town.

 Of the multiplicity of ways in which basic income could be sup-
 plemented, the most promising was dealing in victuals. This is
 particularly well exemplified by the sale of fish. All sorts and con-
 ditions of men and women had a hand in this particular trade, which

 16 Veale, "Craftsmen in the Economy of London", p. 138; G. Williams, Medieval
 London (London, 1967), pp. 282-3, 308-12; Reynolds, English Medieval Towns, pp.
 136-7.

 17 R. B. Dobson, "Admissions to the Freedom of the City of York in the Later
 Middle Ages", Econ. Hist. Rev., 2nd ser., xxvi (1973), pp. 16-19.

 18 Thrupp, Merchant Class of Medieval London, p. 93.
 19 37 Edward III cap. 6, Statutes of the Realm, i, p. 379.
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 was, of course, very open to abuse by regrators. A Coventry ordinance
 of 1427 required that "no man be so hardy to by ne reseyue into hur
 housez, panyes with fyshe by way of regratry".20 Cooks were some
 of the main offenders in Bristol and Leicester, but York ordinances
 of the late fourteenth century show that artisan involvement in the
 fish trade was far wider; they required that "na man na woman
 occupie or dele wyth the crafte of fysshmangers, bot thay alleanly
 that deles wyth na nother crafte - that ys to say nouther cardemakers,
 taillours, cordewaners, sadelers ne none other manere of crafty man
 of what condicion so ever he be - bot if he comme and commone

 wyth the sersours of the fysshemanger craft".21 There was no chance
 of this being enforced, for the sale of fish was too widespread and
 profitable a sideline. Among those prosecuted for selling bad fish
 were, for example, William Robinson, a walker, and William Clyff,
 a glazier. Robert Gaunthorpe, a cordwainer, was fined in 1454 for
 selling fish "in his own house and not in the appointed place".22 In
 the circumstances the statistics of those taking out the freedom as
 fishmongers bear no relation to the size of the trade.

 Equally widespread as secondary occupations were brewing and
 the provision of hospitality. Neither makes much of a showing in
 documents of the fourteenth or fifteenth centuries, except when it
 comes to judicial records. Brewers were amerced as a matter of course
 in medieval towns, the fines paid being effectively a tax on brewing.
 Of 221 people amerced in York in 1450-1, only thirteen were women.
 Occupations can be established for half the men amerced: seven were
 made free as brewers, but the rest belonged to a wide variety of crafts
 including glaziers, pewterers, weavers, ironmongers and masons.23
 The same proliferation of crafts was to be found among Winchester
 brewers, but evidence from Exeter suggests that it was the wives of
 these artisans who brewed the beer.24 The importance of women as
 brewers is reflected in the many artisan wills in which they were
 recipients of brewing equipment. Emma Stayngate of York, for

 20 Coventry Leet Book, ed. M. D. Harris, 4 vols. (Early English Text Soc., original
 ser., cxxxiv, cxxxv, cxxxviii, cixvi, 1907-13), i, p. 25.

 21 Great Red Book of Bristol, ed. E. W. W. Veale, 3 vols. (Bristol Rec. Soc. Pubns.,
 ii, iv, viii, 1931-7), text, i, p. 134; Records of the Borough of Leicester, ed. M. Bateson,
 2 vols. (London, 1899), i, p. 321; York Memorandum Book, i, p. 221.

 22 York City Chamberlains' Account Rolls, 1396-1500, ed. R. B. Dobson (Surtees
 Soc., cxcii, 1978-9), pp. 86, 177, 197.

 23 York City Archives, Ccla(i), fos. 35-7.
 24 Keene, Survey of Medieval Winchester, i, p. 267; M. Kowaleski, "Women's Work

 in a Market Town: Exeter in the Late Fourteenth Century", in B. Hanawalt (ed.),
 Women and Work in Pre-Industrial Europe (Bloomington, 1986), p. 151.
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 example, was a saddler's widow who died in 1370, two years after
 her husband. In her will she left all her brewing equipment and the
 use of her brewery for a year to one Agnes Paponham, on condition
 that Agnes give four gallons of best beer from each brewing to the
 poor, at the door from which it was customarily sold.25

 Artisans of all sorts were also involved in the running of inns.
 Hostels were thick on the ground in late medieval towns, although
 they are not easy to find in the records, since the job was not regarded
 as socially desirable. Innholders only began to appear more regularly
 in the York Freemen's Register in the sixteenth century, with entries
 like "Agnes Johnson, widow of Richard Brygges tailor, innholder".26
 John Ellis, ostensibly a chandler, is revealed only by his will as having
 been the landlord of the Three Kings, Micklegate in York.27 In the
 case of John Stubbs, described as a barber in both the Freemen's
 Register and in his will, the chance survival of the inventory of goods
 made on his death in 1451 shows us that he also ran a thirty-six-bed
 inn complete with bakery, gylehouse (for the making of vinegar),
 stable and granary.28

 The importance of women as hucksters and regrators in the food-
 market is now fully appreciated, thanks to the work of Rodney
 Hilton.29 It was not only foodstuffs that were hawked around town
 in this fashion. Other commodities were sold door to door, including
 the yarn that fed numerous woollen-looms. The Norwich authorities
 specifically singled out the yarn-hawkers for criticism; they were
 accused of having "engrosed and boughte of the said worsted yarne,
 hauyng no cunnyng to deserne which is gode and which is defectyve"
 and had, it was said, grossly inflated the price.30 Dealing in wool itself
 was probably restricted mainly to merchants in the late fourteenth and

 early fifteenth centuries, though there is some evidence from early
 fourteenth-century York that artisans had a small part in this trade.
 Adam de Fymmer, a potter, and Richard Blaktuft, a carpenter, are
 recorded as buying small amounts of wool in the 1320s.31 For
 most households, however, part-time involvement in the textile trade

 25 Y.M.L., dean and chapter probate register 1, fo. 52.
 26 Register of the Freemen, p. 247.
 27 B.I., probate register 8, fos. 63V-4.
 28 B.I., dean and chapter original wills and inventories.
 29 R. H. Hilton, "Women Traders in Medieval England", in his Class Conflict and

 the Crisis of Feudalism (London, 1985), pp. 205-15.
 30 Records of the City of Norwich, ed. W. Hudson and J. C. Tingay, 2 vols. (Norwich,

 1906-10), ii, p. 378 (1511).
 31 Y.M.L., M2(1)a, fos. 54V, 58v (register of condemnations, dean and chapter,

 1315-33).
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 meant carding and spinning. Spinsters are obviously associated with
 single women, and poor ones at that, but inventories list wool or
 spinning-wheels in the houses cf a wide variety of craftsmen: Richard
 Appilgarth, armourer; John Tennand, founder; Mary Haggas,
 baker.32 William Coltman, a brewer who died in 1481, had a separate
 spinning-house, which implies a larger output for commercial con-
 sumption.33

 In considering the manufacture and sale of cloth it is difficult to
 distinguish where output from the artisan household unit merges into
 mercantile enterprise. The York bowmakers who are found exporting
 cloth clearly fall into the latter category.34 A good proportion of the
 internal trade might in contrast have been undertaken by those such
 as Alice, wife of one Yockes, butcher of Shrewsbury, who dealt in a
 small way in cloth.35 The exceptionally full aulnage account for York
 for 1394-5 includes the names of 180 women, most of whom aulnaged
 half-cloths or lengths numbered in ells; but without knowing the
 identity of these women and the occupations of any husbands they
 might have, their relative significance in the household economy
 cannot be judged.36

 Victualling and textiles are of course traditionally associated with
 women, and the involvement of multi-occupational households in
 these activities is not surprising. There were a great many other tasks,
 often done at piece-rates, that could be undertaken as a sideline. The
 manufacture of cards for the preparation of wool, for example, was
 an extension of the work of a wiredrawer; so it is unsurprising to find
 that Matthew Roberd, wiredrawer of Bury St. Edmunds, bequeathed
 to his daughter "all my goods pertaining to the craft called cardmak-
 ing".37 The wife of Robert Horsman, a tailor of York, was fined in
 1454 for working with her servants in the craft of cardmaking.38
 Bowstringmaking was another occupation which could be done on a
 casual basis, with little equipment. The bowmaking industry was

 32 B.I., probate register 3, fo. 484v; dean and chapter original wills and inventories.
 33 B.I., dean and chapter original wills and inventories.
 34 For the mercantile enterprise of the York bowers, see H. C. Swanson, Medieval

 Artisans (Oxford, forthcoming).
 35 D. Hutton, "Women in Fourteenth-Century Shrewsbury", in L. Charles and L.

 Duffin (eds.), Women and Work in Pre-Industrial England (London, 1985), p. 92.
 36 Public Record Office, London, E101/345/16, transcribed in The Early Yorkshire

 Woollen Trade, ed. J. Lister (Yorkshire Archaeol. Soc. Rec. Ser., lxiv, 1928), pp. 47-
 95.

 37 A. E. B. Owen, "A Scrivener's Notebook from Bury St. Edmunds", Archives,
 xiv (1979), p. 19.

 38 York City Chamberlains' Account Rolls, p. 86.
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 very large in York and the demand for strings continuous. There was
 in fact a stringers' guild, but its existence was something of a nonsense,
 for in the whole period from the inception of the Freemen's Register
 to 1534 only sixteen stringers were made free. The personnel of the
 craft seems to have been very varied. The searchers include at
 different times a chaplain and a bowmaker; the inventory of John
 Carter, a tailor, contained stringmaking equipment and in the six-
 teenth century two men were admitted to the freedom as barber and
 stringmaker.39

 Tallow candles, for everyday use, were made in a great many
 households, while the chandlers specialized in the more expensive
 wax candles. As might be expected, the butchers in York and Win-
 chester were the major producers of tallow candles, but in York
 skinners and saucemakers were also in the market.40 Animal by-
 products were so freely available that it is not surprising to find them
 being processed in all sorts of places. This applied also to the tawing
 of sheepskins, that is, preparing a soft leather by the application of
 oil and alum as opposed to tanning. Late evidence from the reign of
 James I suggests that tawing was very widespread and that any
 attempt to seal or authenticate the preparation of such leathers "is a
 fruitles Charge tendinge to the greate hurte and losse of many thou-
 sand poore Men".41 One such, not so poor, woman was Emma
 Hosiere of Exeter, who in the late fourteenth century made stockings
 for a living but additionally purchased and worked leather.42

 Individuals and family units did not therefore restrict themselves
 to one occupation. With this flexibility of occupational structure a
 guild system could not hope to establish craft monopolies. At best it
 could organize artisans into groups, based on their main or declared
 occupation. What therefore was the real function of the guilds? Late
 medieval craft guilds had two different aspects. First, there was
 the fraternity, which was concerned with the social and religious
 aspirations of its members. It was natural to find men and women of
 the same occupational group, living in proximity, gathering together
 for mutual support: the York pinners in the late fourteenth century
 still maintained a candle that they had first lit at the time of "the great

 39 York Memorandum Book, ii, pp. 122-3; B. I., dean and chapter original wills and
 inventories; Register of the Freemen, pp. 226, 239.

 40 York Memorandum Book, i, pp. 155-6; Keene, Survey of Medieval Winchester, i,
 p. 264.

 41 4 James I cap. 6, Statutes of the Realm, iv, pt. ii, p. 1143.
 42 Kowaleski, "Women's Work in a Market Town", pp. 153, 157.
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 pestilence" in 1349.43 The fraternity provided for prayers and proper
 obsequies for dead brothers, for security in hard times, as far as it
 could be given, and for preferential employment of members. It was
 the fraternity which was of the greatest concern to the artisans, but
 craft regulations generally ignore it, the only exception among the
 York ordinances being those of the carpenters, which are so long and
 detailed that they highlight the omission of such clauses from the
 regulations of other crafts.44 Secondly, there was the mystery, the
 occupational aspect of craft organization, with which the civic authori-
 ties were almost entirely concerned, and on which they concentrated
 to the exclusion of almost everything else.

 The statute of 1363-4 already referred to required each man to
 practise one craft and that "Two of every Craft shall be chosen to
 survey, that none use other Craft than the same which he has chosen".
 The statute acted as a spur to local government. Throughout the late
 fourteenth and fifteenth centuries efforts were made to corrall all

 artisans into their respective crafts. In Beverley in 1493 it was ruled
 that henceforward "no man occupy none occupayon, nowther by
 hymselfe nor by no jorneyman . .. bott allonely that att [which] he
 is brother withall, and in clothyng: and att evereman be in clothinge
 with the crafte that he most getts his lyffyng by".45 In Norwich
 in 1449 provision was made for small crafts with few members
 "forasmoche as ther is not at this day sufficient nombre of persones
 in the said mysteris to be cleped a crafte, and also because the said
 mysteris have not here before be had in dewe coreccion and rewle";
 henceforward every mystery was to be united to its parent craft: for
 example, "to smyths craft thies mysterys, bladsmyths, loksmyths and
 lorymers". Subsequently regulations were so systematized that one
 set was issued to be applicable to all crafts.46 In Coventry it was ruled
 in 1515 that each craft bring its book of regulations before the mayor
 "and such caues and rules as be onresonable to be reformyd by the
 Maister Meire".47 Likewise the York girdlers' ordinances of 1467
 contain a clause to the effect that if the mayor did not like any part
 of the ordinance he could "amende correcte and refourme it and

 every parcell therof at his pleiser".48

 43 York Memorandum Book, i, p. 87.
 44 Ibid., ii, pp. 277-83.
 45 Royal Commission on Historical Manuscripts, Report on the Manuscripts of the

 Corporation of Beverley (London, 1900), p. 49.
 46 Records of the City of Norwich, ii, p. 280.
 47 Coventry Leet Book, iii, p. 645.
 48 York Memorandum Book, i, pp. 185-6.
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 Quite clearly the council saw a system of craft guilds as the ideal
 way to police the work-force. The advantages were obvious: it was
 cheap and provided a vehicle for raising money. The effectiveness of
 the system was dependent on its acceptance by the leading members
 of the craft. They too were committed to the same hierarchical system
 as the civic authorities, so that the wishes of the master craftsmen
 and the council cannot have been completely polarized. Both after
 all sought to protect standards of manufacture most of the time;
 both were concerned to keep servants under control. Beyond this,
 however, the perceptions of the craft guild diverged considerably,
 and by becoming part of official administrative policy the nature of
 the guilds was bound to change. What is recorded in guild regulations
 is an expression of two different sets of aspirations, those of the craft
 and those of the council, which sometimes overlap but in which
 generally the requirements of the council dominate.

 As a result guild regulations give a distorted view of urban industry,
 with three issues in particular being misrepresented. First, there is
 the work-force that fell outside the guild system; secondly, there is
 the question of the demarcation of work between guilds; thirdly,
 there is the significance of the system of apprenticeship. One half of
 the work-force was almost wholly neglected by guild regulations: the
 women who get a fleeting reference occasionally and who rarely
 appear as masters. Recent work on northern towns has revealed the
 extent of female employment, even if those who emerge in the records
 tend to do so in the capacity of servants.49 Evidence of women as
 employers and skilled labourers can, however, be obtained from
 wills, and these show that women were active in virtually every
 branch of industry. In the metal industry in York, for example,
 Marjorie Kirkby and Ellen Cooper both worked as pinners, the
 former as a piece-worker, the latter as the owner of a shop.50 Agnes
 Hetche, daughter of a York armourer, was left all her father's tools
 and materials for the making of chain mail, whereas her brother was
 left the instruments for the making of plate armour.51 Likewise in
 the casting of non-ferrous metals, Margaret Soureby, widow of a
 founder, took over her husband's business, as did the widow of a
 London founder, Joan Hille.52 Similar examples can be found in

 49 P. J. P. Goldberg, "Female Labour, Service and Marriage", Northern Hist., xxii
 (1986), pp. 18-38.

 50 B.I., probate register 3, fo. 487v, 4, fo. 135.
 51 B.I., probate register 3, fo. 102v.
 52 Y.M.L., dean and chapter probate register 1, fo. 175V; K. Lacey, "Women and

 Work in Fourteenth and Fifteenth Century London", in Charles and Duffin (eds.),
 Women and Work in Pre-Industrial England, pp. 52-3.
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 every occupation and particularly in the weaving industry. Yet the
 expertise of these women was generally ignored by the guilds until
 the late fifteenth century when, in towns which faced economic
 contraction, discrimination against female workers became overt.53
 As Howell has made very clear, women were not only threatened by
 change towards a more capitalist system of production: the sheer
 process of defining and establishing a guild system restricted their
 status.54 The registration of occupations and guilds can be seen as
 essentially a political and administrative move; women's exclusion
 from public life meant that in occupational terms they came to be
 written out of the record and their status fell.

 Women accounted for a significant proportion of unskilled
 labourers, another large body of workers ignored by the guild system.
 There was a guild of labourers in York and a short-lived fellowship
 of roughmasons and daubers in Coventry, but these had little hope
 of embracing all unskilled building workers, let alone all casual
 labour.55 Some glimpse of these people can be obtained from the
 York poll tax of 1381, faulty though this record is. The returns list
 203 labourers, fifty-three of whom were women.56 Their work was
 probably similar to that of Katherine Rolf of Cambridge who worked
 for the nunnery of St. Radegund: in 1449-50 she was employed to
 weed the garden, help the thatchers, help the candlemakers, comb
 and clean wool, thresh and winnow grain; she also had a sideline
 selling chickens to the convent.57 A third group omitted from the
 guild system, one which was dominated by women, has already been
 mentioned: the retailers, the large body of hucksters and regrators
 who hawked goods around the city, mostly victuals but also other
 necessities such as candles and yarn, often all jumbled together in an
 unhealthy proximity. Finally, there were the service industries, which
 tended only to be incorporated into the guild system when practised
 by men such as barbers.

 The guild system therefore comprehends only skilled manufactur-
 ing by men. Even within these rather limited parameters the picture
 it gives is liable to be misleading, because of the emphasis laid on
 demarcation of work between guilds. Much has been made of this
 issue, part of the rationale of guilds being seen as an attempt to

 53 Goldberg, "Female Labour, Service and Marriage", pp. 35-8.
 54 Howell, Women, Production and Patriarchy, pp. 87-91, 178-9.
 55 York Memorandum Book, ii, pp. 188-9; Coventry Leet Book, iii, p. 635.
 56 "Lay Poll Tax Returns for the City of York", ed. J. N. Bartlett, Trans. East

 Riding Antiquarian Soc., xxx (1953).
 57 E. Power, Medieval English Nunneries (London, 1922), p. 157.
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 enforce demarcation lines in order to protect the interests of the
 master craftsmen and to maintain standards of manufacture. Was

 there any hope of such a demarcation being established? Clearly, if
 a man had learned the skills of shoemaking or bronze-casting, he was
 going to stick by and large to that occupation. But the boundaries
 between such occupations were by no means as clear cut as craft
 legislation implies. The bronze-casters afford a good example. In
 York their work was shared by the potters and the founders; the
 potters were the older craft, the founders being parvenus of the late
 fourteenth century. Potters seem to have included bell-founders in
 their ranks, making small bells as well as large; founders made a
 range of small cooking vessels and items of latten.58 There is no
 indication of how else the work of casting non-ferrous metals was
 divided between the two crafts, and there must have been a consider-
 able overlap. Yet there remained two distinct crafts, located in differ-
 ent parts of the town, with the founders considerably more successful
 financially and consequently socially - at least until the early six-
 teenth century, when the potters seem to have made something of a
 comeback.

 Another clear instance of overlapping interests in the metal industry
 comes from the smiths and related crafts. In Norwich the craft of

 smiths was intended to embrace a series of subgroups. In York by
 contrast, and probably as a result of civic prodding, there was
 a multiplicity of metalworking crafts: smiths, locksmiths, cutlers,
 bladesmiths.59 For all their apparent definition, none of these crafts
 had a monopoly of its own. Smiths customarily made edged tools:
 ploughshares, axes, knives. Bladesmiths had once been associated
 with smiths, distinguished by their products but not by any formal
 organization, but in the late fifteenth century they came to be formally
 associated with cutlers. This did not mean, however, that smiths had
 to stop making edged tools; neither did the bladesmiths have any
 right to search tools made by the smiths. The emergence of the
 bladesmiths in fact coincides with the decline of the cutlers. In the

 early fourteenth century the cutlers had been a rich craft, assembling
 knives whose component parts were made by subsidiary workers,
 sheathers, horners and smiths.60 For various reasons the cutlers found
 their work being poached by other crafts, including bladesmiths

 58 Swanson, "Craftsmen and Industry", pp. 187-91.
 59 York Memorandum Book, i, pp. 134-7, ii, pp. 247-9; York Civic Records, ii, pp.

 36, 103-4, iii, p. 179.
 60 Swanson, Medieval Artisans.
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 and armourers, men such as Godeschalcus Wyrksword who was
 manifestly making weapons and not plate armour.61

 A similar confusion of interests is found throughout manufacturing
 industry. In textile manufacture it was commonplace for weavers of
 woollen cloth also to weave linen. Tapiters, the makers of worsted,
 not only made linen cloth but also dyed their own yarn; indeed the
 dyeing of wool, cloth or yarn seems to have been undertaken by
 "persons .. .of diverse crafts" who, it was claimed, knew "nothing
 of the art of dyeing", in York and in Bristol.62 The finishing of cloth
 was in some towns ostensibly divided between fullers and shermen,
 but they did much the same work, and a Beverley fuller who took
 out the freedom in 1445 placed as a pledge a pair of sherman shears.63
 Similarly in the building industry the distinction between plasterers
 and tilers was not observed in practice.64 A great many people
 processed soft leather. Tanners, who were primarily interested in
 tanning cowhide, had a hand in preparing sheepskins, as did the
 skinners.65 There were whitawyers in Coventry, Norwich and Bristol,
 associated with parchmentmakers and glovers; no such speciality
 existed in York where between them the parchmentmakers and
 glovers apparently appropriated most of the tawing.66

 In addition to this constant overlapping of work, the guilds them-
 selves were much more fluid organizations than a straight list of their
 names would imply. At York, at one extreme, were the two crafts of
 marshal and smith; by the late fourteenth century they made identical
 products but were mutually hostile and unco-operative until forced
 into a union as one craft by the city council in the fifteenth century.67
 At the other extreme were the girdlers, a powerful craft in the early
 fourteenth century when they had a mercantile element in addition
 to making an enormous variety of products. Girdles, which were
 indispensable on loose and pocketless clothes, were made of silk or
 leather, sometimes of metal, or they were decorated with metal,
 usually silver. Hence the girdlers' work extended to the manufacture

 61 B.I., probate register 2, fo. 188.
 62 York Memorandum Book, ii, pp. 198, 212 (1468, 1472); Little Red Book of Bristol,

 ed. F. Bickley, 2 vols. (Bristol, 1900), ii, p. 82 (1407).
 63 Report on the Manuscripts of the Corporation of Beverley, p. 162.
 64 H. C. Swanson, Building Craftsmen in Late Medieval York (Borthwick Inst. Hist.

 Research, York, Borthwick Paper no. 63, 1983), pp. 18-21.
 65 Veale, English Fur Trade, pp. 153-4.
 66 Great Red Book of Bristol, text, i, p. 126; Records of the City of Norwich, i, pp.

 119, 183; Coventry Leet Book, i, p. 220.
 67 York Memorandum Book, ii, pp. 179-82.
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 of buckles, ornamental fastenings, knobs and even dog-collars.68 The
 sheer variety of these goods proved to be their downfall. With the
 polarization of merchant and artisan in the later middle ages, girdlers
 lost their mercantile function; their other work was systematically
 poached by founders, pinners, tailors and saddlers, so that by the
 late fifteenth century competition had for the most part reduced them
 to an insignificant craft.

 Why then is there the constant harping on demarcation in guild
 regulations? From the council's point of view, it did not matter too
 much who did the work so long as threatening monopolies were
 avoided and standards maintained. It was not a monopoly of manufac-
 ture that the council feared so much as a monopoly of distribution,
 for it was this that determined wealth in medieval towns. Hence two

 crafts in particular came under close and rigorous council supervision:
 the tanners and the butchers. Both tanners and butchers supplied
 raw materials to a large number of other artisans and were hence in
 a powerful position. In addition, rich butchers operated as graziers.
 The council, made up of merchants, saw good reason therefore to
 define as closely as possible the interests of such crafts in order to
 prevent them from becoming a commercial threat.

 The masters of the crafts felt that standards could best be main-

 tained through a monopoly of manufacture. The council, understand-
 ably, did not: hence the prominence given to searchers in craft
 legislation. Searchers were appointed not to enforce craft monopolies,
 but to examine all goods for sale to see that they were properly made.
 They could enter the house of any artisan and examine goods in the
 course of manufacture, irrespective of the occupation of the head of
 the household. Hence the searchers of the York curriers could exam-

 ine the work of any currier in the house of "cordwaner, girdeler,
 cardemaker vel sadeler"; the searchers of the smiths in Beverley
 could make search anywhere "within the towne of Beverley for any
 maner of thynge belongyng to ther occupacion".69 The power was
 vested in the searchers rather than the craft, making them essentially
 council agents. As such they were also an obvious source of revenue
 through the fines they levied on faulty work. The potential use of the
 searchers gave an incentive to the council to create as many crafts as
 possible: in York, for example, the bowstringmakers seem to have
 existed as a craft purely to make provision for the searchers.

 68 Ibid., i, pp. 180, 187, 185; York Civic Records, i, p. 151.
 69 York Memorandum Book, ii, p. 169; Report on the Manuscripts of the Corporation

 of Beverley, p. 49.
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 A further consideration never far from the minds of the members

 of the council was the impact of ceremonial display. The proliferation
 of pageants in the Corpus Christi procession would, it was hoped,
 demonstrate the wealth and status of the city. Small crafts were
 saddled with the responsibility of their own pageant and it could well
 be that the guild of saucemakers was conjured into existence in early
 fifteenth-century York largely for this reason.70 There was no real
 justification for isolating a craft whose work was also done by tav-
 erners, cooks and butchers; it was certainly not a guild that lasted
 long. Craft guilds took a rather more jaundiced view of the pageants,
 because of the expense they entailed. The protectionism apparent in
 much craft legislation was motivated in part by a compelling need to
 make money to support the pageant. Craft regulations in York
 frequently specified that half of all fines raised were to go to the
 council and the other half "for the support of the pageant".71 The
 inevitable overlapping of interests between crafts was also exploited
 to raise money for the pageant: thus in York if fullers sheared cloth
 fulled by others they had to contribute to the shermen's pageant.72
 It seems probable that the burden of these displays forced a more
 rigid organization on to the crafts than would otherwise have been
 the case.

 The restrictionism of the guilds has also been seen in the system
 of apprenticeship, ostensibly a seven-year contractual period in which
 the secrets of the craft were transmitted from master to apprentice,
 and which then gave the apprentice access to the mystery. Lipson
 considered apprenticeship "the most typical and instructive feature
 of the craft gilds".73 Regulations concerning apprenticeship are so
 prevalent in guild ordinances that it is worth investigating how
 much importance should be attached to them. The result is indeed
 instructive, as apprenticeship diminishes markedly in significance on
 closer inspection. First, late medieval councils could make anyone
 free of the city by redemption: that is, newcomers could purchase
 the freedom and practise a craft, even if they had only a nodding
 acquaintance with the business, should the council so choose. Even
 in the late fifteenth century, when the economy of York was in
 decline, the majority of those becoming free of that city did so by
 redemption, and a minority, about a quarter, had been apprentices.74

 70 York Memorandum Book, i, pp. 155-6.
 71 Ibid., ii, p. 104.
 72 Ibid., pp. 159-60.
 73 Lipson, Economic History of England, i, p. 308.
 74 Dobson, "Admissions to the Freedom", pp. 18-19.
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 Other factors undermined the significance of apprenticeship. A
 man marrying a widow could take up her late husband's occupation
 with little difficulty, and this raises the whole question of women's
 contribution to training.75 Something has already been said about
 the importance of women in various branches of manufacture. As
 Goldberg has argued, a pattern of late marriage in the late fourteenth
 and early fifteenth centuries would have given women extensive
 working experience before they began bearing children.76 Indeed
 there must be some doubt over the extent to which motherhood

 intruded on the work of women; even in small households there was
 likely to be a girl to whom the work of childcare could be delegated
 while the wife pursued the family business. The role of women in
 transmitting craft skills was crucial and it is particularly evident in
 the textile industry. The broadloom required two operatives and
 women customarily worked alongside their husbands; civic regu-
 lations admit as much. For example, a thoroughly prejudiced state-
 ment of the Bristol authorities states that "divers persons of Wevres
 Crafte of the seid Towne of Bristowe puttyn, occupien and hiren ther
 wyfes, doughters and maidens, some to weve in their owne lombes
 and some to hire them to wirche with othour persons of the seid
 Crafte, by the whiche many and divers of the Kynges liege people
 likkely men to do the Kyng servis in his warris and the defence of
 this his lond, and sufficiently lorned in the seid Crafte, goethe
 vagaraunt and unoccupied".77 Wills show that women often took
 over looms on the death of their husbands, though in only one case
 in York did the widow, Isabella Nunhouse, buy the freedom.78 Henry
 Brown, who died in 1448, left a woollen- and a linen-loom to his wife
 while she practised the craft; bequests of looms to his servants and
 apprentice were dependent on them staying in service with his widow.
 Robert Hutton (d. 1426) and John Kendale (d. 1492) made similar
 wills bequeathing looms on condition that the terms of indenture
 were fulfilled both by their apprentices and by their widows.79

 Women, then, were taught as girls to weave, practised the craft,
 taught their children and apprentices. What of the apprentices them-
 selves, the hopeful boys taken on in the expectation of acquiring

 75 P. J. P. Goldberg, "Women's Work and the Urban Household" (paper given at
 the Anglo-American Seminar on Aspects of the Late Medieval Economy and Society,
 Norwich, 1986).

 76 Ibid.

 77 Little Red Book of Bristol, ii, p. 127 (1461).
 78 B.I., probate register 3, fo. 596; Register of the Freemen, p. 158.
 79 B.I., probate register 2, fos. 188-8', 505; 5, fo. 424.
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 master status? Were these expectations fulfilled? A weavers' appren-
 tice-book survives for the York guild for the second half of the
 fifteenth century, and from this it is clear that, at that time, prospects
 for apprentices were far from encouraging.80 Of 375 apprentices
 indentured in this book, only forty-five can subsequently be traced
 in the Freemen's Register. Of forty apprentices taken on in the 1470s
 only five became free. Moreover it was only after extended service of
 twelve or more years that these boys obtained the freedom; those
 taken on in the early 1470s did not become free till the late 1480s,
 and in one case not until 1490. Admittedly the cloth industry was
 experiencing a severe crisis in the years after 1470, and this probably
 meant increased exploitation of the apprenticeship system. Neverthe-
 less, even had the outlook been 100 per cent better in the early
 fifteenth century, only a minority would have achieved more than
 servant status in York. Some may have moved on to London, some
 may have returned to the country whence they had come, although
 it is doubtful if they often advanced their prospects by so doing.81
 Whether these gloomy figures can be translated to other crafts is open
 to question. Even so, an apprentice having finished his term was
 dependent on someone's patronage if he wished to set up in business.
 In the seven years of his apprenticeship, an excessively long period
 in most cases, he was not going to earn anything like enough to
 establish himself as an independent craftsman.

 It would be foolish to deny that the craft guilds fulfilled a variety
 of functions in the lives of medieval artisans. Many guilds had their
 roots in religious fraternities, and they continued to play an important
 religious and social role in the lives of their members, as well as
 providing support in their working lives. These aspects of craft
 organization became subordinated to political and administrative
 considerations once the urbtn authorities woke up to the potential of
 such organizations in regulating the market-place and the labour
 force. On the part both of masters of the crafts and of the council,
 there was a commitment to sustaining the status quo. Nevertheless
 the tension always remained between the artisans who wanted to

 80 York City Archives, D 11.
 81 J. Patten, Rural-Urban Migration in Preindustrial England (Univ. of Oxford,

 school of geography, research paper no. 6, 1973), pp. 33, 37, found Yorkshire
 immigrants to Norwich returning home after their apprenticeship was complete.
 Patten's evidence is from the sixteenth century. In the late fifteenth century, with a
 much less developed rural industry, the motivation to return home was likely to be
 less strong. The profits of fifteenth-century clothiers are more likely to be related to
 the accumulation of land than to technical expertise.
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 protect their interests and the mercantile oligarchy which approved
 of no monopolies but their own. This conflict of interests means that
 the surviving records of the guilds contain a great deal of wishful
 thinking. They describe a system in which it was supposed that craft
 skills were transmitted by a master-apprentice bond, where the
 distinction between crafts was adhered to, and where monopolies of
 manufacture could be claimed within the city and beyond. Practice,
 however, shows a constantly changing society; households and indi-
 viduals took whatever work came to hand to supplement their income.
 Training inside such households could be very informal. The oper-
 ation of industry could never be confined to exclusive groups.

 Craft guilds of artisans were agents of the city council and could
 themselves have no independent power, given the economic domi-
 nance of the mercantile elites. Their role as representatives of the
 commonalty was to approve aldermanic decisions, a public-relations
 exercise.82 But by the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries the
 mercantile stranglehold on the economy in many provincial towns
 was no longer guaranteed, and in these uncertain years the guild
 system was manipulated to reinforce the threatened social order. In
 the face of general economic decline, coupled with the growing
 prosperity of certain crafts and chronic civic unrest, the York authorit-
 ies devised a system to protect themselves. Major and minor crafts
 were henceforward to make up the common council, major crafts
 having two representatives and minor crafts one.83 Needless to say,
 major and minor are social and not economic descriptions. Of the
 thirteen major crafts, one of which was the mercers, two at least,
 the grocers and the apothecaries, had hitherto had no independent
 existence at all, but were mercers in thin disguise. The members of
 other crafts, such as the joiners, could be numbered in single figures.84
 Among the minor crafts were the wealthy but unacceptable butchers
 and innholders, and excluded from representation altogether were
 the huge crafts of the tanners and cordwainers. It was at this time
 that a very few provincial craft guilds, ones in which artisans were
 wealthy and socially acceptable, were able to acquire the status of
 incorporated companies, a privilege hitherto reserved for guilds of
 mercers and drapers. Such were the tailors of Exeter, but their success

 82 P. M. Tillot (ed.), Victoria History of the County of York: City of York (London,
 1961), pp. 77-8.

 83 York City Archives, A 33; Swanson, Medieval Artisans.
 84 The joiners were included solely on the reputation of Thomas Drawsword, carver,

 who was mayor in 1515 and again in 1527. For the joiners, see Swanson, Building
 Craftsmen of Late Medieval York, p. 17.
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 is in no way representative of other crafts; the vast majority of artisans
 remained politically insignificant.85

 Given the overtly political nature of craft organization it would
 clearly be unwise to impute to the guilds any power to affect or
 retard economic change. Medieval English towns were not stifled by
 hidebound and rigid guilds; it is not much of an exaggeration to say
 that the economy functioned to a large extent independently of them.
 The crucial determinant of prosperity and the distribution of industry
 was trade; those who controlled trade, for the most part the mer-
 chants, could dictate what terms they liked. Manufacturing artisans
 dependent on merchants for supplies were in no position to set the
 level of wages or to impose restrictive practices. Indeed the York
 weavers received very low rates of pay at the beginning of the sixteenth
 century, and even then were often paid in kind and not in cash.86 In
 this context it is quite clear that the two crafts which could most
 threaten the merchants, and the two which were therefore most
 discriminated against, were the tanners and the butchers, both of
 whom had access to their own supplies of raw materials. The endless
 regulations which purported to hedge around urban industry were,
 in terms of economic structure, insignificant. The most oppressive
 aspect of the guilds lay in quite another direction, in the way its
 members were expected to subsidize civic pomp, not least in the form
 of the Corpus Christi pageants.

 University of Birmingham Heather Swanson

 85 The Shrewsbury drapers were incorporated in 1461: Green, Town Life in the
 Fifteenth Century, ii, p. 173; for Exeter, see pp. 172-81. The status of the Coventry
 cappers rose considerably in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries: Phythian-
 Adams, Desolation of a City, p. 102.

 86 For rates of pay for weavers, see R. A. Britnell, Growth and Decline in Colchester,
 1300-1525 (Cambridge, 1985), pp. 60-3. Swanson, Medieval Artisans shows rates for
 York weavers to be lower than those paid in Colchester.
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